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MDPA Safety Forum, Saturday, 7, June 2014
BREAKFAST
John Potter
By golly----that was a truly terrific breakfast, and I had nothing to do with it! Not only
eggs-to-order, but omelets by a gent who knew what he was doing, new member Scott
Davis. Steve Kennedy took my Head Cook job and I had a day off. Thanks Steve!
SAFETY FORUM
After an introductory bio, new MDPA member David Caruso led our June safety forum
citing a pair of incidences from his 48 year career as a GA/Air Force/Airline pilot.
David Caruso
David first recalled an approach to OAK runway 29 at night in a B-727. He explained
how his own complacency led to a gross over-assumption of a co-pilot's competence.
He tied this into the lessons learned last month from Franz Krispel's engine failure
scenario.
Another story cited a "book smart" Air Force pilot fixating on an incorrect interpretation
of an altitude warning horn in a C-141; and how this could have led to a gear up landing

at Travis AFB. David illustrated that "aeronautical knowledge" and "judgment" -- both
pillars of safety -- can sometimes become
unbalanced.
Comment: After dealing with his vision of
a good pilot being "Sky King" of
yesteryear, Dave wrapped up with the
old mantra of 3 items when in stress, in
order:
Aviate
Navigate
Communicate

DISCUSSION ITEMS
Prop Balancing
A survey was done to see if there was any interest in a group prop balancing
arrangement, as we have dne in the distant past. There was no interest. (I suspect it
was obvious that anyone who stuck their hand up was going to be the gent in charge of
making it happen!)
ADDS
It was noted that the often referred to use of the Aviation Digital Data Service (ADDS) of
the Aviation Weather Center is not accepted as a proper weather briefing for a flight
according to the FAA. ADDS is "experimental" at this time, but it is indeed a slick system
for getting weather!
"ICON"
It was announced that the ICON Aircraft Company has established a factory at the Nut
Tree Airport for it amphibious LSA.
ECA
This VOR is being considered for being disestablished by the FAA and comments are
being solicited.

MDPA FLYOUT TO PETALUMA MUNICIPAL AIRPORT O69
JUNE 7, 2014

Despite of the fact that Petaluma airport is just a short distance from CCR – 30.5 NM, we had a great
turnout at our flyout. 11 people in 6 aircrafts - our regular crew. Our new member, Andrey Tkachuk
joined us for the flight. Hopefully he enjoyed his first MDPA Flyout and will fly with us again soon.

We departed shortly after the
flight briefing and some “hangar
talk” while watching Ultralight
and a Volksplane parked by the
clubhouse. I have not seen
Ultralights at our airport before
and it was also nice to check out
that bright yellow “toy” –
Volksplane that flew later to
Sonoma Park for EAA’s barbeque.

Volksplane is an all-wood, strut-braced, open-cockpit, single-seat, low-wing aircraft designed for amateur
construction. It was designed specifically to utilize a modified VW Type 1 automotive engine from the VW
Beetle. The fuselage is
built in a warren truss
arrangement where the
exterior plywood takes
the diagonal stress
loads,
therefore
eliminating the diagonal
members to maintain
simplicity. The vertical
and upright members
are staggered to keep
the joints as simple as
possible. The wing is of a
forward and aft blank
spar design which uses
stack-cut plywood ribs
of equal size in order to
keep construction time
down. The ailerons are
hinged directly behind
the aft spar. For simplicity no flaps are provided. The wings and tail surfaces are fabric covered. Because
the design lacks aerodynamic refinement it requires more power than most aircraft its weight to fly.

The flight was smooth and winds were calm. The weather was perfect for this short flight.

Runway 29 was in use. We came on the 45 to downwind. Traffic was light and the landing was smooth.
There were 2 Yak aircraft parked by the restaurant. I was going to take a picture of them but was distracted
by another one that we saw while walking from our parking spot to the restaurant.
Here it is - Chinese Nanchang CJ6.
The Nanchang CJ-6 is
an aircraft designed
and built in China for
use by the People's
Liberation Army Air
Force (PLAAF) as a
basic trainer.
The CJ-6 is an alloriginal
Chinese
design
that
is
commonly mistaken
for a Yak 18A. Its predecessor, the Nanchang CJ-5, was a license-built version of the Yak-18.

One thing to note is that the Nanchang CJ-6 makes extensive use of pneumatics to control the gear and
flap extension/retraction, operate the brakes, and start the engine. An engine-driven air pump recharges
the system; however, if air pressure is too low to start the engine then the onboard air tank can be
recharged by an external source. If an external source is not available then the engine can be started by
hand swinging the propeller.

The owner of Two Niner Diner came out to
greet us and chat for a little bit seeing as we
were one noticeable giggling crowd,
attracting everyone’s attention. He took over
the restaurant after his daughter and made
sure we received the best service and were
happy with our food. We were able to order
a Cobb Salad that was not offered on the
menu – the chef did a great job on that one.
And look at this delicious burger! 

Overall, the food was great, service was a little slow as a lot of servers were in training, but we enjoyed
our lunch. It was fun – I even took a picture with the pilots of those 2 Yaks on their way out of the
restaurant.

Here is our crew – all happy and ready to fly home

Petaluma Municipal Airport – departed Runway 29, headed towards CCR.

Looking forward to our next Flyout!
Natasha
"When once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with your eyes
turned skyward, for there you have been, and there you will always long to return."

MDPA Meeting and Dinner, Friday, June 20 2014
Our speaker was Mai Maheigan from the Gulf of the Farallones National Marine
Sanctuary in San Francisco. She made a presentation about local marine wildlife,
including the history and biology of seabird species, as well as current conservation
efforts. Her presentation was oriented toward pilots and has been made to many pilot
groups including the EAA at Buchanan.

.

Pam & Greg McAllister & Chet Robbins

Elaine Yeary, just checking that
we all paid

Mark and Elaine, Diane Kennedy and
Felix Boston

Our host Scott Devis and possibly our
next host, Bill Landstra – OK Bill?
.

Not only our host, Scott was also our head chef.

John Potter with Greg and Pam
McAllister. John probably cannot
remember when he got his private
license and Greg still has that
experience to come.

Bill & Susie Landstra & Bill Ellis and on
the right, John & Bev Levy and Nancy
Miller.

Our speaker with Steve Mink

The Landstra’s and The Levy’s – long
time members of our club.

Maureen and Dave raffling off a prize – winner Felix (how does he do it?)

The Mount Diablo Pilots Association is a non-profit organization based at Buchanan Field in Concord,
California (KCCR)
The purposes of the Mount Diablo Pilots' Association are:
 To promote good public relations between general aviation enthusiasts and the local community
 To encourage participation in fly-ins and other aviation activities
 To promote safety and educational activities for pilots
 To provide mutual resources of information on flying for members
 To furnish information and support to the Contra Costa Airport Advisory Committee and other
governmental agencies concerned with aviation
 To be a proxy on aviation matters of community concern for its membership
The MDPA clubhouse is located at 200 Sally Ride Drive in Concord, California,

do not send mail to the clubhouse address use the USPS address instead:
Mount Diablo Pilots Association
P.O. Box 6632
Concord, CA 94524

www.mdpa.org

